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New dynamical instability in asymptotically anti–de Sitter spacetime
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We present fully dynamical solutions to Einstein-scalar theory in asymptotically anti–de Sitter spacetime
with a scalar potential containing particularly rich physics. Depending on one parameter in the potential, we
find an especially interesting regime, which exhibits a dynamically unstable black brane, already at zero
momentum, while nevertheless having positive specific heat. We show this using the nonlinear dynamics
and give a clear interpretation in terms of the spectrum of linearized perturbations. Our results translate
directly to their dual strongly coupled nonconformal field theories, whereby we in particular provide two
mechanisms to obtain equilibration times much larger than the inverse temperature.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Holography has led to crucial qualitative lessons for the
physics of real-time dynamics and equilibration in strongly
coupled quantum theories, such as the fast applicability of
hydrodynamics, within a time of 1=T, with T being the
temperature of the plasma [1–4]. These studies were mostly
performed in a scale invariant setting, where the 1=T scaling is
automatic. Much richer physics can be expected for theories
without scale invariance or relativistic symmetry, which is an
active topic of current research both in relation to quark-gluon
plasma [5–12] and condensed matter systems [13–15]. In this
paper, we present such a new lesson, where we find stationary
phases which display a dynamical instability at zero momentum, whereby the time scale of the instability can be much
larger than the inverse temperature.
Einstein-scalar theory in the context of nonconformal
holographic QCD was first introduced in Refs. [16,17] (see
also Ref. [18]). In this paper, we follow Refs. [19,20],
which introduced a simple potential that could mimic the
thermodynamics of QCD as in Refs. [16,17] but differs
from the latter in the small ϕ asymptotics. Our potential
contains an exponent γ that controls the deviation of the
dual field theory from the conformal limit γ ¼ 0. In
particular, it was shown in Ref. [21] that the dual theory
exhibits a confinement-deconfinement transition for the
choice γ ≥ 4=3. However, most of the detailed analysis
focused on the particular case of γ ¼ 4=3, which is the most
realistic choice for the QCD phenomenology [22].
In this paper, we initiate a detailed study of the regime
γ > 4=3 by solving Einstein-scalar equations of motion
both in a time-independent and a time-dependent setting to
determine respectively the thermodynamics and the process
of thermalization in the corresponding dual field theory. We
discover a new critical value γ c ≈ 1.65 beyond which a new,
qualitatively different regime arises. This value depends on
the mass of the scalar that corresponds to the scaling
dimension of the scalar operator Δ, and the quoted value
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is for Δ ¼ 3. For smaller γ, it is known that there is a
minimum temperature, at fixed source, above which there
is a large, stable branch and an unstable branch which
has negative specific heat and a vanishing entropy for
large temperature. For larger γ, we find that both branches
at the minimum temperature have positive specific heat.
Interestingly, the solution with smaller black brane area
still has growing entropy for large T but is nevertheless
dynamically unstable and hence contains an exponentially
growing mode. Lastly, as the temperature goes toward the
minimum temperature, both solutions coalesce, whereby
the relaxation time diverges. We illustrate all these features
by tuning our initial conditions such that the evolution first
relaxes onto the unstable black brane solution, after which
it decays into the stable black brane.
We hence provide two mechanisms to violate the typical
Oð1=TÞ scaling of the equilibration time. First, as mentioned, it is possible to increase the source to its maximum
value, or equivalently decrease the temperature to its
minimal value, where the equilibration time diverges.
Second, at smaller sources, it is possible to fine-tune the
initial conditions such that the evolution stays at the
unstable time-independent solution for a time ≫ 1=T.
Our results also provide an interesting addition to the
literature on the instability of black branes [23]. In particular,
it is different from a Gregory-Laflamme type instability [24].
These types of instabilities are often present in black rings and
black branes in more than four dimensions and involve the
breakup of the ring or brane into smaller parts, which can be
thermodynamically favorable. Curiously, the thermodynamics of black holes crucially relies on Hawking’s computation
[25], which requires quantum mechanics. It is hence not
obvious that the classical Einstein equations would contain a
dynamical instability, if a thermodynamic instability is
present (see, however, Ref. [26]). Nevertheless, a black brane
always contains a dynamical instability if a thermodynamic
instability is present, as conjectured by Gubser and Mitra in
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Refs. [27,28] (see also Refs. [29–31]) and recently proved
in Ref. [32].
Our example is reminiscent of the models studied in
Ref. [33]. This reference also has hairy black holes in
Einstein-scalar theory, which are not unique when specifying all conserved charges. They note that these nonunique stationary solutions can be unstable to flow toward
other solutions. Since this does not necessarily involve
conserved charges, this instability can also occur at zero
momentum and with positive specific heat, such as the
example presented here in a fully nonlinear dynamical
setting [34].
II. MODEL AND RESULTS
Our confining model is given by the Einstein-scalar
action


Z
1
4
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S¼
ddþ1 x −g R − ð∂ΦÞ2 þ VðΦÞ ; ð1Þ
16πGdþ1
3
which includes a scalar field dual to a scalar operator O
with scaling dimension Δ. We follow Refs. [19,20] and take



4Δðd − ΔÞ γ 2 2
VðΦÞ ¼ dðd − 1Þ
−
Φ þ coshðγΦÞ ;
3dðd − 1Þ 2
ð2Þ
which near Φ ¼ 0 reads
4
VðΦÞ ¼ ðd − d2 Þ þ Φ2 ðΔ2 − dΔÞ þ OðΦ4 Þ;
3

ð3Þ

such that we have a negative cosmological constant with
LAdS ¼ 1, and the mass of the scalar is independent of the
value of the free parameter γ. In this paper, we present
results for d ¼ 4 and Δ ¼ 3. In order to solve dynamical
simulations, it is convenient to use the characteristic
formulation of general relativity [1,35,36], which is
achieved by using a metric ansatz,
ds2 ¼ −

2
dtdz − Adt2 þ S2 d~x2 ;
z2

ð4Þ

whereby we study homogeneous solutions which only
depend on time t and anti–de Sitter (AdS) radial coordinate
z (the AdS boundary corresponds to z ¼ 0). The equations
of motion following from (1) are written down in i.e.
Ref. [5] and lead to a near-boundary expansion for Φ
and A as
Φðz; tÞ ¼ jz þ jz2 ηðtÞ


1
3
4 3
þ z f 3 ðtÞ þ ð32 − 27γ Þj logðzÞ
72
þ Oðz4 Þ;

Aðz; tÞ ¼



1 2ηðtÞ
4j2
0 ðtÞ þ ηðtÞ2
þ
−
−
þ
2η
z
9
z2


1
2
4
4
þ z a4 ðtÞ þ
ð27γ − 32Þj logðzÞ
162
þ Oðz3 Þ;

where j is a time-independent source for the scalar, f 3 ðtÞ and
a4 ðtÞ are the normalizable modes undetermined by the nearboundary analysis, and ηðtÞ is a gauge freedom left in (4),
which we use to fix the apparent horizon at r ¼ 1.
The normalizable mode f 3 ðtÞ has dimension 3 and hence
in principle scales as j3 for fixed j=T. However, due to the
anomalous logarithmic term in (5), f 3 ðtÞ also includes a term
1
4
3
72 ð27γ − 32Þj logðjÞ. The expectation value of O can be
obtained through holographic renormalization [5,37],


8f 3 ðtÞ
8 γ4 3
hOi ¼
þ
−
j;
3
27 2

ð7Þ

where we again notice that this includes an anomalous
term proportional to j3 logðjÞ. As always, there is a scheme
dependence in the renormalization procedure whereby
finite counterterms can shift (7) without affecting the
physics presented.
Lastly, we have to specify initial conditions. Both for
numerics and for presentation, it is convenient to treat the
near-boundary behavior of Φ analytically and hence define
~ tÞ as
Φðz;
jz2 ηðtÞ

z3





32 3 4
3
~
− γ j logðzÞ
Φþ
72 8

Φðz; tÞ ≡ jz þ
þ


3 32
4
þ
− 3γ j3 ηðtÞz4 logðzÞÞ;
8 9

ð8Þ

~
where by construction Φð0;
tÞ ¼ f 3 ðtÞ, which leads directly
with the expectation value of the scalar through Eq. (7).
~ 0Þ for
The initial conditions are then fully specified by Φðz;
ηð0Þ ¼ 0 together with a4 ð0Þ.
During the evolution, we furthermore keep track of the
spectrum of linearized perturbations around the metric
with scalar field, the so-called quasinormal modes (QNM).
We solved for the QNM spectrum by constructing gauge
invariant observables from the linearized equations [38,39].
This is done by rewriting background and perturbations as
in ϕðz; tÞ ¼ ϕ0 ðzÞ þ eiωt δϕðzÞ and analogously for gμν in
terms of
Zϕ ðzÞ ≡ δϕðzÞ −

ð5Þ

ð6Þ

ϕ0 ðzÞ
ðδg ðzÞ þ δgyy ðzÞ þ δgzz ðzÞÞ;
6SðzÞS0 ðzÞ xx

which is invariant under infinitesimal transformations
gμν → gμν − ∇μ ξν − ∇ν ξμ and ϕ → ϕðzÞ − ∇λ ðϕ0 ðzÞξλ Þ.
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FIG. 1. (a) We show the dynamical solution
pﬃﬃﬃ for Φ [as in Eq. (8)] with initial conditions given by j ¼ 0.2, a4 ð0Þ ¼ −1 and Φðz; 0Þ ¼
1.06822 for the potential (2) with γ ¼ 4 2=3. Interestingly, this evolution finds both an unstable and a stable solution. The dynamics
hence goes through three regimes, as more clearly shown in (b). There, we show the difference δhOiðtÞ between hOiðtÞ and the
equilibrium values hOið1.55=T f Þ and hOið7=T f Þ of the unstable and stable phases in solid and dashed black respectively. Both
plots show time in units of the final temperature T f . The system first equilibrates to the unstable phase, dominated by two QNMs of
frequencies ðωX ; ωΔ Þ=πT ¼ ð3.23 − 1.93i; −2.18iÞ. After this, the unstable QNMs becomes dominant, and this mode grows
exponentially with ω□ =πT ¼ 0.92i. Lastly, this mode leaves the linear regime, and the solution finally rings down to the stable
solution with ωO =πT ¼ 1.82 − 1.79i.

At zero momentum, this satisfies a decoupled equation of
the form
Z00ϕ ðzÞ þ F1 ðω; zÞZ0ϕ ðzÞ þ F0 ðω; zÞZϕ ðzÞ ¼ 0;

ð9Þ

where F0 and F1 are lengthy functions of the background
geometry [40]. We used spectral methods to solve the
eigenvalue problem associated to (9) and hence obtain the
QNM spectrum [41].
Thepmain
result is captured in Fig. 1(a), where we take
ﬃﬃﬃ
γ ¼ 4 2=3 [42], j ¼ 0.2 and initial conditions a4 ð0Þ ¼ −1
~ 0Þ ¼ 1.06822. Strikingly, the time evolution of
and Φðz;
this initial profile goes through three phases. First, within a
time of the inverse temperature, the system relaxes to a
time-independent state. This time-independent state is,
however, unstable, and after a time depending on how
close the unstable state was reached the system relaxes
again to the stable solution. We stress that we needed to fine
tune our initial condition to remain at the unstable state for
a long time, but apart from this fine-tuning, this phenomenon is fully generic, provided γ ≳ 1.65 [43].
In Fig. 1(b), the three regimes are shown more clearly.
First, there is the decay to the unstable solution by the
lowest two stable QNM of the unstable phase, which is
dominant since we fine tuned the coefficient of the unstable
QNM to be small. Then there is a semistationary period
where this small coefficient grows exponentially. Finally,
the solution exits the linear regime around the unstable
solution and rings down in the linear regime around the
stable solution. All three dominant modes are indicated in
Fig. 2, as red QNMs around the unstable background (first
phases) and around the stable background (blue). Note that
the unstable QNM has a vanishing real part, which is
required [23]. It is reassuring to see all QNMs of the stable

and unstable solutions meet at j ¼ jmax . It is interesting that
the lowest QNM of the stable phase crosses the second
QNM to meet the stable partner of the unstable QNM of the
unstable phase.
Interestingly, for a larger source, we find the same
features, up to a maximum source jmax , as illustrated in
Figs. 2 and 3(a). At j ¼ jmax , the unstable and stable
branches merge, and the lowest QNM of both solutions has
ω ¼ 0. This then naturally gives rise to an overdamped
relaxation toward the equilibrium solution, which we show
in Fig. 3(b). Clearly, at this point, the thermalization takes
asymptotically longer than the standard 1=T with T the

FIG. 2. We show the first two QNM of both the stable (blue)
and unstable (red) solutions as a function of the source over the
temperature. The unstable solution always contains a mode with a
positive imaginary part (solid red), which goes to zero for the
maximum source allowed. At this point, the stable solution also
has a vanishing imaginary part, which corresponds to a diverging
relaxation time. Interestingly, the lowest QNM of the stable phase
has vanishing real part for j=T > 0.95, after which the imaginary
parts separate. This is needed for the modes to meet at the
maximum source, where both phases coalesce.
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FIG. 3. (a) We show the expectation of the scalar operator as a function of the source over the temperature for both the stable (blue) and
unstable (red) phase. There are also two other branches shown dashed, which we comment on in Sec. III. (b) For the maximum source,
the equilibration time diverges, and the system equilibrates in a time ≫ 1=T. (c) When evolving initial data slightly different from Fig. 1,
the coefficient of the unstable QNM changes sign, and the solution grows instead of decreasing at late times.

FIG. 4. (a) We show the unstable QNM as a function of γ. It is especially interesting that the relaxation time diverges as γ approaches
the critical value from above. (b, c) We show the entropy and free energy as a function of the temperature over the minimum temperature
found for fixed source j. Both curves are normalized with their value at the minimum temperature. Interestingly, both the dynamically
unstable (red) and stable (black) black brane phases have positive specific heat. Third and fourth branches are shown dashed, which
smoothly connect to the thermal gas phase for high temperature, whereby as usual the small branch has negative specific heat.

temperature of the final state, which is an interesting
novelty for nonconformal strongly coupled systems.
Lastly, we studied the unstable QNM at j ¼ 0 for
different values of γ, which is presented in Fig. 4(a). As
γ approaches the critical value 1.65 from above, the
imaginary part goes to zero, and we hence again find a
diverging relaxation time. We also verified that for smaller
γ no instability is present at zero momentum.
We performed several numerical checks. All our simulations satisfy the constraint equation to better than 10−5
precision [with the exception of Fig. 3(c)]. We also
compared the QNM spectrum with fits of the dynamical
evolution when this was in the linear regime, which is a
nontrivial check. Lastly, we used a thermodynamic code to
construct the time-independent solution, which allowed us
to study the equilibrium properties of both the stable and
unstable solutions.
III. DISCUSSION
The thermodynamics of the stable and unstable phase is
presented in Fig. 4(b) and 4(c), where we show the entropy
and free energy vs the temperature (computed using the
method of Ref. [44]). Indeed, the unstable solution has
smaller entropy than the stable solution, but this phase still
consists of a large black hole, in the sense that the black

hole grows [45]. This stands in contrast with two other
branches in our model, shown dashed, which includes a
small black hole branch, smoothly connecting to the
thermal gas phase as the temperature goes to infinity.
These branches are more involved to study dynamically as
they are thermodynamically unfavored, and we plan to
report on this in future work.
As alluded to in the Introduction, one curious feature is
that the solution shown in Fig. 1(a) is unstable already at
zero momentum, in contrast to the standard GregoryLaflamme type instability. This in particular allows for a
positive specific heat and a positive speed of sound
squared, as can be inferred from Fig. 4(c). From a field
theory point of view, this instability is perhaps less
dramatic, as the plasma need not break up, but evolves
homogeneously to a different phase. Nevertheless, the
scalar operator acquires a different expectation value,
and the entropy can at least double for small j.
Our results are very generic. For other dimensions, other
scaling dimensions and other potentials with a large enough
ϕ4 contribution, we were able to find the unstable QNM at
zero momentum. Also, the inclusion of anisotropy in the
metric (4) does not give rise to qualitative changes.
The unstable QNM found in Fig. 1 has an interesting
~ tÞ ¼ 1.06823 instead of
alternative. When choosing Φðz;
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FIG. 5. Here, the first eight QNMs of Fig. 2 are shown on the
complex plane as a function of j. The lowest stable QNM (blue)
hits the imaginary axis at j=T ¼ 0.95, after which the modes
separate on the axis to meet the unstable QNMs at j ¼ jmax .

~ tÞ ¼ 1.06822, the coefficient of the unstable QNM
Φðz;
changes sign, and hence f 3 ðtÞ starts growing exponentially
instead of decreasing. This means the final stable configuration found in Fig. 1 will not be reached. Our numerics
do not allow us to determine the final end point of this type
of evolution, of which the first moments are displayed
in Fig. 5(c). This evolution would be interesting for future
study, whereby we note that our evolution starts with
regular initial conditions, an apparent horizon and that our
model satisfies the null energy condition.
Our results are most easily understood in terms of the
QNM spectrum of both the stable (blue) and unstable
solutions (red) on the complex
pﬃﬃﬃplane, which we show as a
function of j again for γ ¼ 4 2=3 in Fig. 5. Starting at the
blue circle for large black holes with j ¼ 0, each QNM
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